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Biotechnology for Bird Conservation

I. How to Apply

We request that principal investigators (PI) intending to apply send a letter of intent
indicating which program track their proposed idea falls into and a 300 word summary of
the idea at their earliest convenience. In the email subject line write “BBC Letter of Intent:
PI Name”.

For the final proposal, use the proposal and budget templates provided.

Send letters of intent and final proposals to the Program Manager, Ben Novak
(ben@reviverestore.org), cc’ing Revive & Restore’s operations Manager, Marmee Manack,
(marmee@reviverestore.org). In the subject line write “BBC Proposal: PI Name”

Deadline to submit final proposal: May 1, 2022.

II. The Funding Opportunity

Powerful new biotechnologies hold promise to revolutionize the way species are protected
and restored. Biotechnologies developed for mammals for biomedical research and
agricultural purposes can be readily modified for use in endangered mammals. Several
pioneering efforts are already underway, applying cloning and developing stem cell
embryogenesis for endangered mammals. However, biotechnologies developed in
domestic chickens are in need of optimization and further innovation to be applicable to
endangered birds. We have an opportunity to develop new biotechnology tools for use in
avian species, potentially forging completely new transformative technologies.

To date, the most promising reproductive technology for wild birds developed in domestic
chickens is the germ-line transmission of cultured primordial germ cells (PGCs). In order to
make this system useful for conservation purposes, several targets must be achieved:

● Efficient PGC isolation methods for the unique egg characteristics and
developmental stages of non-chicken species

● Reproducible PGC culture conditions able to proliferate both male and female
PGCs of non-chicken species

● Non-embryonic sources of PGCs: isolation of gonadal PGCs from post-mortem
adult birds, derivation of induced PGCs from non-reproductive cells
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● Ability to culture PGCs or derive iPGCs and perform germ-line transmission from
biobanked cells (gonadal tissues, PGC cultures, fibroblast cultures, etc.)

● Cross-species (interspecies) germ-line transmission

● Consistent transmission rates of donor PGCs ≥50%

This program will accept proposals across four program tracks, as described below.
Proposals should address a single program track. Teams wishing to address multiple
program tracks are instructed to submit a separate proposal for each.

To advance germ-line transmission technologies towards the above listed capabilities, in
the first two program tracks we are calling for proposals that address the following topics:

1. Production of non-chicken birds via biparental* germ-line transmission of
cultured PGCs.

2. Production of birds via biparental* germ-line transmission of induced
primordial germ cells..

*We are using the term biparental to refer to the production of double-donor
offspring derived from donor PGCs transmitted through both a surrogate father and
a surrogate mother.

Germ-line transmission of cultured PGCs may not be the only viable means to enable
genetic rescue opportunities for wild species. To diversify biotechnological capabilities for
birds, we are calling for proposals that address two additional research focus areas:

3. Efficient in vivo gene-editing of bird germ-lines.

4. Novel innovation and/or adaptation of technologies from outside the field of
avian systems. This program track will support multi-disciplinary projects that
attempt to leverage advances in biomedical fields.

III. Proposal Criteria

For this program, candidate proposals will need to address all criteria of a chosen program
track, as described below. Proposals that address only some of the stated criteria will not
be considered for funding at this time.

● For any research track selected, proposals must be submitted by an accredited
research institution, which includes all necessary expertise for successful
completion of the proposed research.
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● Proposing teams must have partnerships with breeding facilities within the same
nation as the cell culture laboratory in order to avoid barriers to international
shipping of biomaterials. Exceptions will be made if teams have existing permits for
seamless international exchange of biomaterials.

● Breeding partners must work in accordance with animal welfare regulations,
meeting or exceeding minimum requirements for quality of life of all animals
involved in BBC projects. Awarded projects will need to provide copies of
institutional and regulatory applications to the Program Manager for review prior to
submission. Proof of approval for all proposed activities with live animals must also
be supplied to the Program Manager.

● Teams must provide a cohesive plan that builds towards the required deliverables of
their chosen research track (see below sections for detailed deliverable
information). The technical approaches must be described in detail and specify
quantitative metrics of success for milestones throughout the period of performance,
as well as risk mitigation strategies.

● Projects will ideally be planned with 2-5 year timelines to achieve proof-of-concept
for the desired end-goal of each research focus area.

● Our vision for the BBC Program is to establish rapid proof-of-concepts to identify
feasible approaches,  eliminate dead-end approaches early, and rescope if needed
with the approval of the Program Manager. Proposed projects must outline clear
go/no-go decision points scheduled at 6-month intervals and the metrics for
measuring sufficient progress for each go/nogo decision point. The funding
mechanism will be performance based, with allocated funds disbursed in 6-12
month intervals based upon the results of the go/no-go checkpoints.

● Project timelines must account for expected regulatory/institutional application and
approval processes for working with live animals and provide details as to how
teams will make progress during the approval process interim.
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1. Proposal Instructions for Track 1:

Production of non-chicken birds via biparental germ-line transmission of cultured
PGCs.

In addition to the general proposal requirements listed above, proposals addressing Track
1 must meet the following minimum criteria.

A. Focal Species
Proposals must identify and justify the choice of a non-chicken avian species to
serve as their research model. Non-chicken species selected for research must
meet the following criteria to enable teams to rapidly establish necessary
infrastructure to begin and sustain continuous research:

1. readily available from established captive sources,

2. husbandry techniques are well established

3. Cost-effective to manage for research purposes,

4. regulatory permissions for research are feasibly obtainable.

Although the long-term goal is to enable genetic rescue methods for wild birds, a
number of biological and regulatory factors make the majority of wild species
problematic models for establishing breakthrough proofs-of-concept. Therefore, to
establish proofs-of-concept for biparental germ-line transmission of a non-chicken
species, domesticated model organisms that enable higher annual reproductive
outputs than their wild counterparts will be acceptable (e.g. quail, turkey, duck,
goose, pigeon, budgerigar, zebra finch, etc.).

For species with which teams have no previous experience, proposals must outline
how teams plan to build the necessary expertise, infrastructure, standard operating
procedures, and attain regulatory/institutional approvals to effectively conduct
research with the proposed species.

B. Deliverable Parameters and Metrics of Success

● The final deliverable in this research track must be the production of
double-donor offspring from interbreeding a male and a female
chimeric surrogate with proof that the offspring derives from donor
PGCs from each surrogate parent.
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● Successful biparental germ-line transmission must be validated by DNA
sequencing. PCR gel products, fluorescent markers or other morphological
indicators alone will not be acceptable measures of success.

● The production of single-donor offspring from a single chimeric surrogate
parent, such as offspring derived from chimeric surrogate fathers and
non-chimeric mothers or conversely those derived from chimeric mothers
paired with non-chimeric fathers, will be acceptable as a milestone towards
biparental germ-line transmission, but pairing of chimeric fathers with
chimeric mothers and the derivation of full double-donor PGC offspring must
be achieved to satisfy the final deliverables.

● Cross-sex germ-line transmission (the production of clone-like single-donor
offspring) will satisfy this research track only if offspring of both sexes are
obtained. Therefore to satisfy this research track with cross-sex germ-line
transmission, teams must prove that female PGCs (the heterogametic sex)
can be transmitted through both male and female surrogates. Teams
proposing to test cross-sex germ-line transmission must also test same-sex
germ-line transmission first or in parallel.

● Cross-species germ-line transmission is not required to satisfy this research
track. Teams that propose cross-species germ-line transmission will be
accepted only if same-species germ-line transmission is demonstrated first or
in parallel.

C. Acceptable Parameters for Proofs-of-Concept

● Given that biparental germ-line transmission in a non-chicken species has
never been achieved, low frequency transmission (1-10%) will be acceptable
for proof-of-concept. However, the production of a single animal derived from
donor PGCs will not satisfy this track of research. While low frequency
transmission will qualify, results must be reproducible and donor PGC
derived offspring must be obtained from multiple breeding surrogate pairs.
Proposals will ideally include consideration and inclusion of means to
improve transmission rates (>50%) after the first proof-of-concept.

● Sterile surrogates are not required to satisfy this research track. Germ-line
transmission in chickens has been achieved consistently without sterilization
prior to donor PGC transfer. Proposals should not depend upon the
production of sterile or otherwise modified surrogates. Teams proposing to
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produce modified surrogates must also test germ-line transmission in fertile
surrogates in parallel.

D. Transition from Proofs-of-Concept to Broader Research/Applications

● Proposals aiming to achieve first proof-of-concept with domestic birds should
include a transition plan to achieve the same milestones with non-domestic
species that meet the criteria listed above in section II.1.A. Preferably the
transition plan will also detail early genetic rescue applications to endangered
relatives.

● The goal of the BBC Program will be to apply the biotechnologies developed
to conservation applications. Proposing researchers will need to engage and
include potential end-user conservation groups within their teams throughout
their research and propose reasonable transition strategies for wider
adoption of their techniques if successful. Revive & Restore will help facilitate
engagement with the conservation community.

2. Proposal Instructions for Track 2:

Production of birds via biparental germ-line transmission of induced primordial
germ cells.

Proposals addressing this track must meet the following minimum criteria.

A. Focal Species

Because the production of avian offspring from induced primordial germ cells
(iPGCs) has never been achieved, domestic chicken is an acceptable model
organism for this program track. Results demonstrated in the chicken must translate
easily to subsequent work with non-chicken species.

If non-chicken species are selected for research, they must meet the following
criteria to enable teams to rapidly establish necessary infrastructure to begin and
sustain continuous research:

1. readily available from established captive sources,

2. husbandry techniques are well established
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3. Cost-effective to manage for research purposes,

4. regulatory permissions for research are feasibly obtainable.

Although the long-term goal is to enable genetic rescue methods for wild birds, a
number of biological and regulatory factors make the majority of wild species
problematic models for establishing breakthrough proofs-of-concept. Therefore, to
establish proofs-of-concept for biparental germ-line transmission of birds from
iPGCs, domesticated model organisms that enable higher annual reproductive
outputs than their wild counterparts will be acceptable (e.g. chicken, quail, turkey,
duck, goose, pigeon, budgerigar, zebra finch, etc.).

For species with which teams have no previous experience, proposals must outline
how teams plan to build the necessary expertise, infrastructure, standard operating
procedures, and attain regulatory/institutional approvals to effectively conduct
research with the proposed species.

B. Deliverable Parameters and Metrics  of Success

● The final deliverable for projects in this program track must be the
production of double-donor offspring from iPGCs derived from
non-embryonic donor tissues.

● Successful biparental germ-line transmission must be validated by
sequencing. PCR gel products, fluorescent markers or other morphological
indicators alone will not be acceptable measures of success.

● The production of offspring from iPGCs derived from embryonic stem or
other somatic cells will be acceptable as a milestone toward the final
deliverable, but the final deliverable must be reproductively competent iPGCs
derived from adult donors.

● Offspring must be produced from iPGCs derived from tissues collected
non-lethally from living donors to satisfy the final deliverables. iPGCs do not
need to be derived from tissues collected post-mortem nor cryopreserved
tissues or cell cultures, however the production of offspring from these
sources will be acceptable early milestones or proceeding proof-of-concept
with iPGCs from living donors.

● The production of single-donor offspring from a single chimeric surrogate
parent, such as offspring derived from chimeric surrogate fathers and
non-chimeric mothers or conversely those derived from chimeric mothers
paired with non-chimeric fathers, will be acceptable as a milestone towards
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biparental germ-line transmission; however, pairing of chimeric fathers with
chimeric mothers and the generation of double-donor iPGC offspring must be
achieved to satisfy the final deliverables.

● Cross-sex germ-line transmission (the production of clone-like single-donor
offspring) will satisfy this research track only if offspring of both sexes are
obtained. Therefore, to satisfy this research track with cross-sex germ-line
transmission teams must prove that female iPGCs (the heterogametic sex)
can be transmitted through both male and female surrogates. Cross-sex
germ-line transmission is not required to satisfy this research track and
preference will be given to same-sex germ-line transmission. Teams
proposing to test cross-sex germ-line transmission must also test same-sex
germ-line transmission first or in parallel.

● Cross-species germ-line transmission is not required to satisfy this research
track. Teams that propose cross-species germ-line transmission will be
accepted only if same-species germ-line transmission is demonstrated  first
or in parallel.

C. Acceptable Parameters for Proofs-of-Concept

● Given historic variation in germ-line transmission in chickens, low frequency
transmission (1-10%) will be acceptable for proof-of-concept. Proposals will
ideally include consideration and inclusion of means to improve transmission
rates (>50%) after the first proof-of-concept. However, the production of a
single animal derived from donor PGCs will not satisfy this program track.
While low frequency transmission will qualify, results must be reproducible
and donor PGC derived offspring must be obtained from multiple breeding
surrogate pairs.

● Sterile surrogates are not required to satisfy this program track. Germ-line
transmission in chickens has been achieved consistently without sterilization
prior to donor PGC transfer. Proposals should not depend upon the
production of sterile or otherwise modified surrogates to test iPGC
transmission. Teams proposing to produce modified surrogates must also
test germ-line transmission in fertile surrogates in parallel.

D. Transition from Proofs-of-Concept to Broader Research/Applications

● Proposals aiming to achieve first proof-of-concept with domestic birds should
include a transition plan to achieve the same milestones with non-domestic
species that meet the criteria listed above in section II.2.A. Preferably the
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transition plan will also detail early genetic rescue applications to endangered
relatives.

● The goal of the BBC Program will be to apply the biotechnologies developed
to conservation applications. Proposing researchers will need to engage and
include potential end-user conservation groups within their teams throughout
their research and propose reasonable transition strategies for wider
adoption of their techniques if successful. Revive & Restore will help facilitate
engagement with the conservation community.

3. Proposal Instructions for Track 3: Efficient in vivo gene-editing of bird germ-lines.

Proposals addressing this program track must meet the following minimum criteria.

A. Focal Species

The chicken will be an acceptable model organism for this research track. Results
produced from chickens must be able to directly inform future work using
non-chicken species.

If non-chicken species are selected for research, they must meet the following
criteria to enable teams to rapidly establish necessary infrastructure to begin and
sustain continuous research:

1. readily available from established captive sources,

2. husbandry techniques are well established

3. Cost-effective to manage for research purposes,

4. regulatory permissions for research are feasibly obtainable.

Although the long-term goal is to enable genetic rescue methods for wild birds, a
number of biological and regulatory factors make the majority of wild species
problematic models for establishing breakthrough proofs-of-concept. Therefore, to
establish proofs-of-concept for biparental germ-line transmission of a non-chicken
species, domesticated model organisms that enable higher annual reproductive
outputs than their wild counterparts will be acceptable (e.g. quail, turkey, duck,
goose, pigeon, budgerigar, zebra finch, etc.).

For species with which teams have no previous experience, proposals must outline
how teams plan to build the necessary expertise, infrastructure, standard operating
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procedures, and attain regulatory/institutional approvals to effectively conduct
research with the proposed species.

B. Deliverable Parameters and Measures of Success

● The final deliverable for projects in this program track must be the
production of multiple non-mosaic gene-edited offspring derived from
in vivo manipulation of germ-lines at a frequency that exceeds 10% with
no off-target events.

● Germ-line transmission frequencies exceeding 10% will satisfy deliverables
for proof-of-concept in this program track, but rates exceeding 50% are
desirable. Proposals should include considerations for optimizing
transmission rates after proof-of-concept is achieved. Gene-edits must be
“scarless” - meaning that DNA elements from vectors cannot be introduced
to the host genome.

● Knockouts created with precise deletions will be accepted as early
milestones, however precise base edits and knock-ins are necessary to
satisfy the final deliverables.

● The production of offspring derived from both male and female gene-edited
germ-lines is not required; however, results must be successful in males,
because males offer the most effective means for introducing edited genes
into target populations. Eventually, in vivo germ-line editing should be proven
in females, as the female is the heterogametic sex, therefore in vivo edits to
the W chromosome can only be achieved in females.

● If teams propose to target the sex-specific W chromosome they must also
perform experiments targeting autosomes.

● Multiplexed editing is a desirable ability for in vivo gene editing, but is not
necessary to satisfy the final deliverables of this program track.

C. Acceptable Parameters for Proofs-of-Concept

● Work in this program track must use non-integrating vectors and improve
upon previous transmission rates. In vivo germ-line modification has been
achieved in chickens, quail, and zebra finch at varying frequencies typically
less than 10%. Previous work has almost exclusively been achieved with
integrating vectors (e.g. viruses, transposons), however recent work in quail
has proven that non-integrating vectors can achieve in vivo germ-line editing.
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● If teams are working with a focal species for which no prior in vivo germ-line
modification has been performed, frequency rates less than 10% will be
acceptable milestones.

● Offspring exhibiting non-deleterious off-target edits will be acceptable early
milestones. Non-deleterious nature of off-target edits must be confirmed by
the healthy development of birds; bioinformatic predictions of the neutral or
deleterious impacts of off-target edits will not be sufficient.

● High rate of transmission, exclusively on-target, in vivo germ-line
gene-editing must be demonstrated to be reproducible to satisfy deliverables.
Reproducibility will be validated by the production of:

○ multiple offspring exhibiting identical gene edits from the same
chimeric parent, and

○ unrelated offspring with identical gene-edits from multiple chimeric
parents at similar frequencies.

● Gene-edits must be evaluated by sequencing. PCR gel products, fluorescent
markers or other morphological indicators alone will not be acceptable
measures of success.

D. Transition from Proofs-of-Concept to Broader Research/Applications

● Proposals aiming to achieve first proof-of-concept with domestic birds should
include a transition plan to achieve the same milestones with non-domestic
species that meet the criteria listed above in section II.3.A. Preferably the
transition plan will also detail early genetic rescue applications to endangered
relatives.

● The goal of the BBC program will be to apply the biotechnologies developed
to conservation applications. Proposing researchers will need to engage and
include potential end-user conservation groups within their teams throughout
research and propose reasonable transition strategies for wider adoption of
their techniques if successful. Revive & Restore will help facilitate
engagement with the conservation community.
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4. Proposal Instructions for Track 4: Novel innovation and/or adaptation of
technologies from outside the field of avian systems.

Proposals addressing this track must meet the following minimum criteria.

A. Team Credentials & Considerations for Novel Approaches

● Teams must consider whether or not their proposed method, if successful,
will be useful to avian conservationists, and therefore are encouraged to
include avian conservationists as advisors and/or collaborators to develop
proposals.

● Teams proposing novel innovations or the adaptation of non-avian systems
to avian models must exhibit clear knowledge of avian biology and
demonstrate an understanding of the potential limitations and barriers to their
proposed method.

● Teams must provide sound reasoning to support their hypotheses of why
their proposed approach can succeed in avian species.

● Further, teams with no prior experience working with avian species must
collaborate with established avian research teams including avian
embryologists and/or biotechnologists.

B. Focal Species

All research proposing novel innovation for avian models must be conducted within
avian model systems, from basic biomaterials (e.g. cell cultures) to in vivo
experiments. Non-avian models will not be acceptable species to demonstrate early
milestones.

The chicken will be an acceptable model organism for novel approaches. Results
derived from early demonstrations in the chicken must directly inform the design of
future research in non-chicken avian models.

If a non-chicken avian model is selected for research, they must meet the following
criteria to enable teams to rapidly establish necessary infrastructure to begin and
sustain continuous research:

1. readily available from established captive sources,
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2. husbandry techniques are well established

3. Cost-effective to manage for research purposes,

4. regulatory permissions for research are feasibly obtainable.

Although the long-term goal is to enable genetic rescue methods for wild birds, a
number of biological and regulatory factors make the majority of wild species
problematic models for establishing breakthrough proofs-of-concept. Therefore, to
establish proofs-of-concept for biparental germ-line transmission of a non-chicken
species, domesticated model organisms that enable higher annual reproductive
outputs than their wild counterparts will be acceptable (e.g. quail, turkey, duck,
goose, pigeon, budgerigar, zebra finch, etc.).

For species with which teams have no previous experience, proposals must outline
how teams plan to build the necessary expertise, infrastructure, standard operating
procedures, and attain regulatory/institutional approvals to effectively conduct
research with the proposed species.

C. Burden of Proof

● Teams must clearly identify metrics to measure success and satisfy a burden
of proof that their proposed target has been met.

● If proving the final deliverable of the proposed approach requires the
production of offspring from any means of gene-editing or donor derived
reproductive strategies must be characterized by DNA sequencing. PCR gel
products, fluorescent markers or other morphological indicators alone will not
be acceptable measures of success.

● If live offspring are not required to validate the proposed proof of concept,
teams must justify why other end-points (in vitro, in ovo, or otherwise) satisfy
proof-of-concept and state how their work may advance to developing
conservation relevant tools.

D. Conservation Relevance: Transition from Proofs-of-Concept to Broader
Application

● Teams should describe the potential conservation application and impact of
their proposed method should they succeed, including both short term and
long-term hypothetical real world scenarios.

● Proposals aiming to achieve first proof-of-concept with domestic birds should
include a transition plan to achieve the same milestones with non-domestic
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species that meet the criteria listed above in section II.4.A. Preferably the
transition plan will also detail early genetic rescue applications to endangered
relatives.

● The goal of the BBC Program will be to apply the biotechnologies developed
to conservation applications. Proposing researchers will need to engage and
include potential end-user conservation groups within their teams throughout
research and propose reasonable transition strategies for wider adoption of
their techniques if successful. Revive & Restore will help facilitate
engagement with the conservation community.

IV. Selection Criteria

Proposals will be evaluated according to the following selection criteria:

1. Technical Merit

a. How likely is it that the proposed approach will be successful?

b. What are the greatest technical risks and can they be mitigated?

2. Potential for Impact

a. If the project is successful, how will it enable genetic rescue of wild species?

b. Is there a plan to transition to proofs-of-concept with wild species?

3. Budget and Realistic Schedule

a. Are the budgets and timeline realistic for meeting the goals of the project?

V. Funding Preferences

Funding preference will be given to proposals with the following characteristics:

● Non-technical challenges and mitigations addressed: issues such as community
acceptance and regulatory requirements should be carefully considered and
planned for.

● Availability of matching funds: other funding may include government agencies,
universities, or private sources.

● Revive & Restore is happy to support indirect costs up to 10 percent of the total
project budget.
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BBC funding may support the following:

● Laboratory consumables

● Purchase of eggs and live birds

● Minor laboratory equipment (less than $5,000)

● Outsourcing DNA sequencing or other various research activities that cannot be
performed readily in-house or for which higher quality can be gained by outsourcing

● Salaries and fringe for laboratory and institutional animal care personnel

● Animal care costs

● Animal care equipment

● Adaptation of existing facilities to ensure safety of birds or to meet the unique care
and husbandry requirements of new focal species for research

○ The BBC Program will not fund ground-up construction of new breeding
facilities at academic or for-profit research institutions.

○ The BBC Program will cover expenses to expand the capacity of breeding
facilities for private aviculturist partners in order for those partners to meet
the demands of the research project. Private aviculturists must be included
as key personnel on proposals).

○ Any teams including adaptations to existing facilities or expansion of facilities
must include detailed specifications of the modifications including
anti-predation security measures and demonstrate that breeding facilities will
house birds in accordance with flock densities acceptable by
regulatory/institutional standards.

VI. Communications and Distribution:

All projects funded under the BBC program will be described on Revive & Restore’s
website upon grant awarding. Teams will be engaged for periodic communications as their
projects progress, to be published on the Revive & Restore blog and other popular media
outlets. Significant intermediate and final results of the research will be published in
peer-reviewed journals. Raw data, such as genome sequences, and null results (typically
difficult to publish in peer review) will be made publicly available for research purposes.
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VII. Organizational Description:

Revive & Restore is a non-profit organization whose mission is to enhance biodiversity
through the innovation and adoption of biotechnologies for the genetic rescue of
endangered and extinct species. In 2018, we started our Catalyst Science Fund to support
early stage research aimed at developing new technologies for genetic rescue
applications. As described above, our process of project selection and active program
management are designed to promote the development and application of the
technologies for wildlife conservation. Through the Catalyst Science Fund we have
established the Advanced Coral Toolkit program, Wild Genomes Program, as well as
produced the world’s first conservation cloning programs.
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